Samples of two characteristic semiconductor sensor materials, silicon and germanium, have been irradiated with neutrons produced at the RP-10 Nuclear Research Reactor at 4.5 MW. Their radionuclides photon spectra have been measured with high resolution gamma spectroscopy, quantifying four radioiso-
Introduction
At nuclear research facilities semiconductor materials are irradiated with neutrons in order to obtain transmutation doping with high homogeneity. This irradiation method is also used to reproduce radiation damage of active sensors in the context of LHC experiments, among other aims. For instance, there are several studies on neutron irradiation of silicon [1] [2] [3] [4] and germanium [5] [6] [7] detectors.
Neutron irradiation damage is the consequence of atomic displacements and non-elastic nuclear reactions such as He/H gas production and also solid nuclear transmutation [8] . For example, the atomic displacement alters the microstructure (generating net defects), while the nuclear transmutation changes the chemical composition of materials, modifying in general their properties, such as thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. In this work, we will focus on the irradiation effects related to nuclear transmutation comparing its measurement with Monte Carlo simulation.
We irradiate different samples of two characteristic semiconductor sensor materials, silicon and germanium, with the wide spectrum neutron flux produced at the core of the RP-10 [9] Nuclear Research Reactor at IPEN (Peruvian Institute of Nuclear Energy). Then, we measure their associated radionuclides photon spectra with high resolution gamma spectroscopy.
The Monte Carlo simulation has been performed using FLUKA (FLUktuierende KAskade) [10, 11] . This simulation package describes the radiation interaction and transport in detector materials. In the context of this work, we use FLUKA to estimate the radionuclides production and their emitted gamma spectrum for the neutron irradiation tests already mentioned.
We have carried out a comparison of the experimental data against the FLUKA simulation. A similar FLUKA validation study, [12] , irradiated construction materials of high-energy accelerators using the radiation field of a 120
GeV positive hadron beam stopped in a copper target. Thus they explored a higher energy regime and different materials. Our results are in the energy range below 10 MeV and are useful for understanding the accuracy of FLUKA in simulating nuclear solid transmutation as a consequence of neutron irradiation.
This serves as benchmark of the low energy neutron library (ENDF/B-VIIR) and decay photon scoring. This paper is divided as follows: we first review the theoretical aspects of the neutron activation analysis. Then, we describe in detail the measurements performed at the nuclear research reactor. Next, we outline the simulation implemented in order to compare it, in the results section, to the experimental data. We conclude estimating the accuracy of FLUKA in predicting the activation products gamma spectrum.
Neutron Activation Analysis
When a sample is exposed to a high neutron flux in a nuclear reactor core, artificial radionuclides are produced. For instance, in a process referred to as neutron activation, a stable nucleus can absorb (i.e. capture) a free neutron, resulting in an unstable isotope state. The unstable isotope can undergo some de-excitation process reaching a stable nuclide, leading in most cases to observable gamma peaks [13] .
A nuclear thermal reactor, as the one we have used, is characterized by its neutron energy spectrum which has three well defined regions: thermal, epithermal and fast neutrons. The neutron activation cross section is most relevant in the thermal regime and also for fast neutrons. The corresponding most likely reactions are the capture of thermal neutrons (n,γ) and the capture of fast neutrons (n, p) or (n,α).
Other reactions such as (n,2n), (n,np) and (n,d) are not energetically possible below ≈10 MeV, i.e. the maximum energy of a thermal nuclear research reactor.
The neutron activation cross section [14] for each process depends on the target isotope and neutron energy.
The process to follow in order to measure the gamma emission from radionuclides starts by irradiating the sample during a time period, irradiation time.
Then the gamma spectroscopy measurements begin. During the elapsed time between the end of irradiation and the initial measurement, decay time, the radionuclides can decay. Next, the sample is measured in the detector during an interval, measure time (t m ), when the decaying isotopes are counted. Both irradiation and decay times are input in the FLUKA simulation code.
On the other side, to estimate the corrected total number of emitted photons, from the detected ones, the following factors have to be considered: the detector efficiency , that depends on energy and distance of the source to the detector and the detector's deadtime, t dead . Then the corrected counting rate N , given the measured counting rate M , is:
Neutron irradiation measurements
We have irradiated one silicon and two germanium samples followed by measurements with a gamma spectrometer.
Nuclear Reactor description
The neutron source is the RP-10 The nuclear core configuration number 44 (see Fig. 1 ) was used. The nominal neutron fluxes measured at 4.5 MW in the irradiation position A1 (corner of the core grid) have been estimated using the activated foil dosimetry k 0 parametric method described in [15] . These experimentally estimated neutron fluxes are given in Table 1 Table 1 : Neutron fluxes in different energy ranges measured at position A1 with 4.5 MW using activated foil dosimetry [15] .
Each sample was stacked into a polyethylene irradiation container. The containers were sent for irradiation using the pneumatic transfer system to the A1 position of the RP-10. Since the irradiation position is at the corner of the core, were the reflectors are located, the flux is no longer isotropic as in the method [15] . This spectrum is used in the FLUKA simulation.
center. A possible error due to this positioning is already taken into account since the neutron flux has been measured at this precise location.
Samples description
The silicon and germanium samples are pieces of single side polished (SSP) wafers, 0.5 mm thick, undoped, with < 100 > orientation. Their properties (element, mass), irradiation time and detection specifications (distance to detector, decay time, measurement time and dead time) are summarized in Table 2 showing, for each sample, four measurements at different times. The whole set of measurements is used when finding the global normalization described in Sec.
5.
The chemical composition of the samples was studied previously using SEM- 
Gamma spectrometer description
We carried out the gamma spectrum measurements with a High Purity (HP)
Ge semiconductor detector: ORTEC model GEM70P4 (70% relative efficiency and 1.9 keV resolution (FWHM) for the 1332.5 keV peak of 60 Co and 1 keV resolution at 122 keV). For each sample several gamma spectroscopy measurements were performed at different times. Measurements were done using a 3D-printer sample holder with custom made geometry such as to minimize the gamma attenuation.
The efficiency of the spectrometer, including error bands, as a function of the energy at the two measurement distances are shown in Fig.3 . The function is a 4-degree polynomial fit to the efficiency data. The efficiency calibration has been performed from 100 keV to 1800 keV, thus energies outside this range have a much higher uncertainty. This detection efficiency correction is applied after-wards in order to account for the gamma spectroscopic measurement specific characteristics, not described in the simulation. Under the conditions described above, the peaks and radionuclides, product of the nuclear reactions and decays, were determined. We have worked with a deadtime lower than 8% and 3%, for silicon and germanium respectively, in order to maintain the pulse shaping formation. However, as a side effect, we get lower statistics for some gamma peaks that are later removed, as mentioned in Sec. 5.
FLUKA simulation implementation
We have performed FLUKA simulations for a simplified description of the experiment. The samples are exposed to a direct and collimated neutron beam that follows the spectrum of the RP-10 reactor. Then the photon spectrum emitted by the radioactive nuclides is recorded.
A user-defined source routine was implemented for the neutron energy spectrum of the RP-10 from tabulated data of the flux described in Sec. 3.1. In order to represent the irradiation, a 1cm-radius circular neutron beam is used pointing towards the center of the sample, hitting it perpendicularly to its longitudinal section. The sample geometry in simulation is taken as a right circular cylinder (RCC) of 1 cm radius and 50×10 −4 cm height for simplicity, since the actual shape of the real samples were not entirely uniform.
The simulation defaults have been set to precision activating the corresponding flag. In addition, the simulation of radioactive decays (RADDECAY) has been activated. The irradiation profile (IRPROFI) for radioactive decays uses the irradiation intervals given in Table 2 with an equivalent beam intensity of ≈2.9×10 13 neutrons/s (total energy integrated flux in the beam area). A related point to consider is that FLUKA cannot fully simulate the transmutation of the whole material, since it keeps constant the target material composition throughout the entire simulation run. However, given the size of the sample and the irradiation time and flux, it is not an important issue.
In order to improve statistics, each radioactive nucleus is decayed in 10 replicas. We used the activation study mode where the time evolution is calculated analytically and all daughter nuclei and associated radiation are considered at fixed experimental decay times (DCYTIMES) given in Table 2 . At these times after irradiation, decay photons from radioactive products are scored (DCYSCORE) over a spherical region surrounding the sample. The measurement duration is introduced analytically after simulation using Eq.3.
In addition, residual nuclei, produced in the inelastic interactions inside the nuclear reactor, have been scored (RESNUCLEI) in the target (sample) region in order to compare them with the expected radionuclides to be observed.
Independent simulations were performed with 10 10 and 10 9 primary particles for silicon and germanium, respectively.
Validation results
The gamma spectrometer measurements of the samples were performed in the energy range from 39 keV to 3223 keV. The nuclide and peak analysis report is given in [16] . These isotopes can undergo neutron capture reactions via the same three main processes. There are fifteen possible outcomes, however, the reaction cross sections of (n,p) and (n,α) are almost three orders of magnitude below the highest (n,γ) reaction, compared to just one order of magnitude difference in the case of silicon. Therefore all (n,p) and (n,α) reactions are suppressed and only (n,γ) is favored. There are five such cases, of which only three lead to radioactive nuclides ( 71 Ge, 75 Ge and 77 Ge). From these, 71 Ge is not observable since it has one decay mode (T 1/2 =11.4 days) which only emits X-rays that cannot be detected with the gamma spectrometer. The other decay is metastable with T 1/2 =20ms and even if it emits 174.9 keV photons, it has already disappeared by the time a spectroscopic measurement can be done. Thus only two radioactive nuclides, shown in Table 4 , are observed: 75 Ge and 77 Ge.
The expected produced radioactive nuclides described above are in agreement with the residual nuclei results from FLUKA shown in Table 3 .
Some important comments are in order. We have neglected the metastable signatures and the peaks with gamma intensity lower than 1%, in order to make a fair comparison with FLUKA. The simulation reproduces the metastable isotopes and their disappearance, which are characterized by a short half-life.
Given the latter, the uncertainty in the measured time interval is very large. Thus we exclude the metastable decays ( 74 Ge(n,γ) 75m Ge, t 1/2 =47.7s and 76 Ge(n,γ) 77m Ge, t 1/2 = 53.7s). The gamma intensity cut is at the limit of detection capabilities, removing six peaks of 75 Ge and two peaks of 77 Ge.
In addition, identified background peaks are not reported in these results.
These peaks correspond to the K α and K β characteristic X-rays emitted by lead from the detector shielding, a peak from electron-positron pair annihilation, peaks from double and single escapes, sum peaks and also 40 K natural background radiation.
In order to make a direct comparison between the FLUKA simulation results with those from the neutron irradiation measurements, we have corrected the effects of the spectrometer in the latter by dividing the net area of each peak by its efficiency at the given energy (see Fig. 3 ) and by the uptime fraction (see Table 2 ). The statistical and systematic errors on the measurements, displayed in Table 4 , are given by the uncertainties in the net area (counts) and in the detector efficiency, respectively. The uncertainties on the simulation are given by the statistical error of the simulation and the systematic error, found by adding in quadrature the error on the neutron flux (shape and mean value, estimated to be ≈ 10%) and the normalization error in the photon peaks, that we explain below.
All FLUKA photon peak amplitudes are normalized by a single constant for each sample that minimizes the difference between simulation and experimental measurement, thus only relative peak amplitudes will be compared.
This procedure is done as follows: first, for each energy peak, the time evolution of data during the four measurements at different times is fitted with the following function:
where N 0 is the starting number of radionuclides, t 0 is the starting time of the measurement and τ is the lifetime of the radionuclide. As an example of these fits, we show in Fig. 4 the results for the silicon sample.
From the fit to the experimental data we extract N data 0 , which will be com- In Fig. 5a and 5b the gamma spectrum of neutron-activated silicon and germanium comparing experimental data with FLUKA simulation is presented.
We show the results only for the first measurement in time as a benchmark, since it has the largest error, due to the lower number of counts.
The full results, including the capture reaction, half-life, peak energy and gamma intensity, are given in Table 4 where the difference between data and simulation is given in terms of sigmas (
). The average difference for both materials in photon peak amplitude is 0.85 σ. We also observe that FLUKA is capable of predicting relative peak amplitudes of produced radionuclides with an average uncertainty of 12.9%, evaluated with
The average total error on the measurements is 10.4% and on the simulations 11.7%, while for the simulation it is mostly driven by the error on the neutron flux, for the experimental data it is due to the uncertainty in the detector efficiency and the statistical error of the counts. 
Conclusions
FLUKA has been confirmed to give reliable results for neutron activation of two semiconductor materials, silicon and germanium, in reactor experiments.
Since the nuclear research reactor energies are below 10 MeV, we have tested FLUKA's low energy neutron library (ENDF/B-VIIR) that predicts the corresponding cross sections for all interactions. In addition, the decay photon scoring reproduces the expected counts in the gamma spectrometer. It should be noted that FLUKA has a limitation to simulate the whole transmutation of the sample since it keeps the target material constant during the simulation.
The gamma emitted spectrum of radionuclides produced by these materials irradiated at a nuclear research reactor has been measured using a high purity Ge gamma spectrometer. These results have been compared to the predictions from FLUKA obtaining a mean agreement within 13% for the intermediate-lived
radioisotopes and peaks with gamma intensities greater than 1%.
Simulating with high reliability the neutron transmutation of semiconductors is useful in doping studies, as well as in evaluating the radiation damage, since part of it is due to the change in the chemical composition of the active sensor, altering its properties.
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